The effect of additional activation of the plantar intrinsic foot muscles on foot kinematics in flat-footed subjects.
Strengthening exercises of the plantar intrinsic foot muscles (PIFMs) are often prescribed to flat-footed subjects because of the capacity of the PIFMs to support the medial longitudinal arch (MLA). However, it is unclear whether the capacity of the PIFMs to support the MLA is enough to change the foot kinematics in flat-footed subjects. To confirm this, the current study examined changes in foot kinematics in flat-footed subjects during standing and gait accompanied by changes in the activity of the PIFMs. Eighteen flat-footed subjects were randomly assigned to an electrical stimulation group (ESG) or a control group (CG). In the ESG, electrical stimulation to the PIFMs was applied during standing and gait to simulate reinforcement of the PIFMs. Then, foot kinematics were measured using 3D motion analysis, and the amount of change from baseline (when no electrical stimulation was applied) was compared between the groups. In the gait analysis, the time at which the MLA height reached its minimum value was significantly later in the ESG, with no reduction in the MLA height at that time. Moreover, forefoot inversion angle and tibial external rotation angle were significantly increased in the ESG at that time. In the standing analysis, there were no significant differences between the groups. The results revealed that in flat-footed subjects, the PIFMs have the capacity to support the MLA enough to change foot kinematics during gait. Strengthening these muscles may be effective in preventing or treating lower extremity overuse injuries related to flat-foot alignment.